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		Your hands-on, step-by-step guide to learning Visual Basic® 2010.

		

		Teach yourself the essential tools and techniques for Visual Basic® 2010-one step at a time. No matter what your skill level, you'll find the practical guidance and examples you need to start building professional applications for Windows® and the Web.

		

		Discover how to:

		
			Work in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® 2010 Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
	
			Master essential techniques-from managing data and variables to using inheritance and dialog boxes
	
			Create professional-looking UIs; add visual effects and print support
	
			Build compelling Web features with the Visual Web Developer tool
	
			Use Microsoft® ADO.NET and advanced data presentation controls
	
			Debug your programs and handle run-time errors
	
			Use new features, such as Query Builder, and Microsoft® .NET Framework
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Oracle Dba Survival GuideSams Publishing, 1995

	This hands-on, step-by-step guide provide the detailed information necessary to run your Oracle database smoothly and efficiently.





	Practical, step-by-step examples teach you the entire Oracle environment - from installation to daily administration and maintenance. Additional chapters give you tips for tuning, optimizing, and...
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MicroRNA Cancer Regulation: Advanced Concepts, Bioinformatics and Systems Biology ToolsSpringer, 2013

	This edited reflects the current state of knowledge about the role of microRNAs in the formation and progression of solid tumours. The main focus lies on computational methods and applications, together with cutting edge experimental techniques that are used to approach all aspects of microRNA regulation in cancer. We are sure that the...
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Pro SQL Server Wait StatisticsApress, 2015

	Pro SQL Server Wait Statistics is a practical guide for analyzing and troubleshooting SQL Server performance using wait statistics. Whether you are new to wait statistics, or already familiar with them, this book will help you gain a deeper understanding on how wait statistics are generated and what they can mean for your SQL...
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Jenkins 2: Up and Running: Evolve Your Deployment Pipeline for Next Generation AutomationO'Reilly, 2018

	
		Design, implement, and execute continuous delivery pipelines with a level of flexibility, control, and ease of maintenance that was not possible with Jenkins before. With this practical book, build administrators, developers, testers, and other professionals will learn how the features in Jenkins 2 let you define pipelines as code,...
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Introduction to Statistical Pattern Recognition, Second Edition (Computer Science & Scientific Computing)Academic Press, 1990

	This completely revised second edition presents an introduction to statistical pattern recognition. Pattern recognition in general covers a wide range of problems: it is applied to engineering problems, such as character readers and wave form analysis as well as to brain modeling in biology and psychology. Statistical decision and estimation,...
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Industrial Organic ChemicalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	An essential introduction to the organic chemicals industry—in the context of globalization, advances in technology, and environmental concerns


	Providing 95 percent of the 500 billion pounds of organic chemicals produced in the world, the petroleum and natural gas industries are responsible for products that ensure our...
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